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Balancing health and socioeconomic consequences: 
challenges

 how to objectively model and quantify the health and economic costs
in comparative terms?

 how to remove the bias created by subjective perspectives of policy-
and decision-makers?

 how to account for the diversity of demographics and human
behaviour?

Q. D. Nguyen, M Prokopenko, A general framework for optimising cost-effectiveness of pandemic response
under partial intervention measures, Scientific Reports, 12: 19482, 2022.



Balance health and socioeconomic consequences: 
approach

 how to objectively model and quantify the health and economic costs
in comparative terms?
 the Net Health Benefit (NHB)

 how to remove the bias created by subjective perspectives of policy-
and decision-makers?
 a reinforcement learning (RL) algorithm dynamically optimising

feasible interventions

 how to account for the diversity of demographics and human
behaviour?
 an agent-based model (ABM) based on comprehensive

demographic (census) data



Disability-Adjusted Life Years (DALY) and Health effects

Willingness 
to pay (WTP)



Optimisation: RL with ABM in the loop



Agent-based Model

 Large-scale high-resolution agent-based models 
 demographics:  from census based data to agents

 mobility:            travel patterns including long-distance

 infection:           epidemiology

 AMTraC-19:       Agent-based Model of Transmission and Control of
the COVID-19 pandemic in Australia (Australian census data)

 Model calibration, validation and optimisation for the COVID-19 pandemic
 Australia-wide: ~ 24M agents (calibration)

 NSW: ~ 7.5M agents (validation)

 typical town: ~ 2.4K agents (optimisation)



Features of AMTraC-19

S. L. Chang, N. Harding, C. Zachreson, O. M. Cliff, M. Prokopenko, Modelling transmission and control of the
COVID-19 pandemic in Australia, Nature Communications, 11, 5710, 2020.
C. Zachreson, S. L. Chang, O. M. Cliff, M. Prokopenko, How will mass-vaccination change COVID-19 lockdown
requirements in Australia? The Lancet Regional Health – Western Pacific, 14: 100224, 2021.

• ~24M stochastically generated agents (Census, ABS & ACARA data)

• household size and composition vary across different local areas 

• commuting patterns between residence and work / study

• flexible infection seeding scenarios 

• transmission within mixing contexts 

• different symptomatic ratios for children and adults

• vaccination rollout with two vaccines

• vaccine efficacy split across components (infection, symptoms, transmission)

• varying social distancing (mobility reduction + physical distancing)



S. L. Chang, O. M. Cliff, C. Zachreson, M. Prokopenko, Simulating Transmission Scenarios of the Delta Variant of
SARS-CoV-2 in Australia, Frontiers in Public Health, 10, 10.3389/fpubh.2022.823043, 2022.

Natural history of the disease 
(the Delta variant model: AMTraC-19 version 7.7)

R0 Tgen (days) Tinc (days) Trec (days)

Mean 6.2 6.93 4.4 10
95% CI 6.16 – 6.23 6.87 – 6.99 3.9 – 5.0 range: 7 – 14 (uniform)



Social distancing (SD)

?
Q. D. Nguyen, M Prokopenko, A general framework for optimising cost-effectiveness of pandemic response
under partial intervention measures, Scientific Reports, 12: 19482, 2022.



Adaptive SD strategies



Comparison: adaptive vs fixed | random | zero-SD



Cumulative NHB generated by adaptive SD strategies



Conclusions

 significant NHB can be generated by a feasible pattern of partial SD measures

 SD levels can adapt to different values of the society’s WTP for a lost DALY

 adaptive SD starts with near-maximal levels followed by a significant relaxation

 NHB produced by mid-level SD under a moderate WTP is commensurate with 
the benefits yielded by higher SD and WTP

 adaptive SD outperforms possible alternatives (fixed, random or zero SD), 
across the entire range of thresholds

 adaptive policies achieve a socially acceptable balance even under significant 
constraints

 the choice between “health” and “economy” is a false choice

Q. D. Nguyen, M Prokopenko, A general framework for optimising cost-effectiveness of pandemic response
under partial intervention measures, Scientific Reports, 12: 19482, 2022.



AMTraC-19 open source
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